
Name: Perfect Student
URL: http://MyPerfectURL.com

Point Breakdown Score Notes
Number of Pages: 1 if there are 3 pages or more
Video requirement 1 for yes
Is the media Flexible? 1 for yes
Gallery of Images 1 for yes
Relative text (ems or %) 1 for yes
liquid layout 1 for yes
unique design 5 A judgement based on design created by the student - using a framework will incur a 

serious penalty as will design lifted from class examples 
effectiveness of design 10 Is the design an appropriate one? Does it do what is expected? If it does not follow 

conventions, is there a specific reason? Are there good web practices in play?

lean code 5 With a hard refresh is the weight of the page light or heavy? Does it take a lot of time 
to download? (potentially in a slow connection how long?) Are there a lot of server 
requests?  Has the student utilized content offloading for images or scripts?

effectiveness of code 10 what does the document outline look like? Is there a viewport meta tag has a doctype 
been included? Is it clean and semantic? Does the flow of elements make sense?

working form 2 Does the form get parsed by php properly? Has it been cleaned? How good is the PHP 
code? Potential bonus: Are there sticky fields for usability?

form validation (php/js/html5) 2 The form must have at least one form of validation, JS AND PHP validation for full 
points. HTML5 validation when no others are utilized will do for 1 point.

Site functions without javascript 3 Turn off js -- what does it look like? Does the nav still work? Is there a fallback for 
stylings with no JS? (example: Slideshow, video)

Continued on Page 2



Page Two

Progressive Enhancement and evidence of 
testing in devices

1 1 point maximum. Potential minus points: if designer did not test in class devices and 
it's plain by the way it displays in that device.  Can the website's content be fully 
accessed by all devices?

-IE8 1 on PC with XP
-FF21+ 1  on PC
-Chrome27+ 1  on PC
-Safari 6+ 1 on Mac
-Android Native Browser 1 nook - tablets - phone
-iOS Safari 1 iphone - ipad
Extra Files? 0 Potential minus points. Has the student delivered more files than used? Has the 

student delivered more files than needed?
Milestones 1 - 3 0 Potential minus points. Has the student delivered their most current versions of 

milestones 1 - 3?
Additional Functionality/Cool Stuff 0 potential bonus points

total: 50 points
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